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Abstract: this paper presents an architecture for the data warehouse of Higher Education Student Information 

System (DWHESIS) system as the single source for decision makers to obtain information. The most important 

motivations to implement this architecture are technology reliability; efficient data report platform and most 

importantly different data format integration from a different data source in the Higher Education Student 

Information. The indexed view is a technique utilized to query huge amounts of data. Consequently, the process 

of developing on-line analytical processing (OLAP) is proposed for decision support to find interesting 

information from large databases. 
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I. Introduction 
The increased processing power and sophisticated analysis tools have put the solid establishment for 

the data warehouse to possibly resolve the problem of providing access to all staff in the organizations with the 

needed information for the necessary in an increasingly competitive world [1] [2]. A data warehouse is an 

essential part of the overall life cycle intelligence system [3]. An establishment possesses single information 

distribution center and information markets source their data from the information stockroom. Data warehouse 

is a central repository that collects data from various sources and formats, cleansed, quality assured, and 

released only when it is fit for user consumption by ETL (Extract, Transform and Load) process [4] [5]. Data 

warehouse has both a very detailed level of data and summarize data and it has ability to deal with current and 

historical data and creating analytical reports. This paper is based on Ralph Kimball’s approach. SQL Server R2 

is used to design the data warehouse of DWHESIS [6]. The data sources were selected to provide the data 

warehouse system with data: Higher Education Student Information System (HESIS) system. This paper 

Contribution is to develop a data warehouse architecture, as shown in figure (1). 

 

 
 

II. Design ETL Process For The Data Warehouse System 
This process was designed by using (Visual Studio-Business Intelligence - Integration Service) 

software [6] [7]. Two packages of SSIS (SQL Server Integration Services) is created. Where ETL process was 

designed for the source (Database)  system . Figure (2) refers to database of HESIS system. Figure (3) refers to 

ETL process for Database. 
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Figure (3) ETL Process for ETL process for Database 

 

III. Dimensional data model 
The first step of design the data warehouse is designed a dimensional model [1] [2]. Dimensional 

modeling is a logical design technique that tries to present the data model in an accessible and intuitive standard 

frame to provide a foundation for performing sophisticated data analysis. It should be designed to meet 

requirements of large organizations which must address the needs of managers and decision makers and 

contains information that can be easily accessible [8]. A fact table is the main table in every dimensional model. 

It contains measurements of the business and two or more foreign keys that relation to dimension tables. A 

dimension is one or many table that relation to the fact table. Each dimension contains descriptive textual 

information and it has a primary key that serves as the basis for referential integrity with fact table to which it is 

joined. Most dimension tables contain many attributes that contain data gathered from different sources [1] 

queries, fast aggregations and feeding cubes (OLAP cubes efficiently) [9] [10] [11].The Time dimension is not 

appeared in the star schema because it was created within (Visual Studio - Business Intelligence- Analysis 

Service) software [6]. See figure (5). 

 

IV. Star schema 
Star is the simplest type of schema, as shown in figure (4) which contains fact table sits in the center 

and associated with other dimension tables like a star.  Each dimension has the primary key that is related to a 

foreign key in the fact table. There are many reasons lead to adopting this schema, these are: 
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1-  Less complex  

2- Easy to understand 

3- Most widely used to develop data warehouses  

4- More effective schema for handling simpler. 

 

Queries, fast aggregations and feeding cubes (OLAP cubes efficiently) [9] [10] [11]. The Time dimension is not 

appeared in the star schema because it was created within   (Visual Studio - Business Intelligence- Analysis 

Service) software [6]. See figure (5). 

 

 
 

V. Design An Indexed View For The Data Warehouse System (11 Bold) 
At the first, this article is SQL Server specific. Indexed views can be a powerful tool that can satisfy a 

query, then under certain circumstances, this can significantly reduce the amount of work that SQL Server needs 

to do to return the required data, and so improve query performance and solve the problem of decision support 

workloads. However, the more use indexed views lead to the more storage space is needed in a data warehouse. 

At first, view is created to meet the user's require for some important query or this view may be summary of 

data in the base table.  Once the view has been created, a unique clustered indexes is created on it. The first 

index created on view that must be a unique index and must be clustered and this unique clustered index must be 

created before any other indexes can be created on the view. Once a unique clustered index is present for a view, 

further non-clustered indexes may be created. Non-clustered indexes on views can provide additional query 

performance and provide more options for the query optimizer to choose from during the compilation process. 

When the first index is added to a view, it is built using a b-tree structure [12]. An identity single column is 

created on the fact table (Fact _Table _HESIS) and made it a primary key called column Fact_Key. The 

alternative to a single column primary key is to have multi-column primary key. The primary key is created 

from a combination of dimension key columns. Usually not all dimension key columns, but only several of 

them. Only those whose combination enables us to uniquely identify each fact row 

An identity single column primary key is better than multi-column primary key because the multi-

column primary key may not be unique. Even if the combination of those columns is unique now, it does not 

guarantee that in the future, the primary key won’t be a duplicate. The single-column approach guarantees that 

the primary key is unique because it is an identity column and this first reason of creating Fact _Key. The 

second reason of creating Fact _Key to improve insert performance because, in the case of multi-column 

primary key, SQL Server needs to identify first where to insert that row, based on the clustered column. That 

row does not automatically go to the end of the table; it goes in the middle of the table depending on the value of 

the clustered column. SQL Server spends a lot of time to identify where to insert each row. The data type of Fact 

_Key is a BIGINT.  

In data warehouse, the primary consideration is the query performance and secondary consideration is 

the load performance. Single column primary key is better when need to balance between loading and query 

performance but multi-column primary key is slower loading and faster query than single column primary key.A 
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common way of indexing a fact table is by putting a clustered index on the fact key column, then put a non-

clustered index on each of the dimension key columns. This will allow each of the non-clustered indices to be 

efficiently used, whilst ensuring that they are slim because, in SQL Server, a non-clustered index uses the 

clustered index key as the row locator. They are efficiently used because they are built on each of the dimension 

keys. Each of them as the first index key not as a second or third index keyThis ensures that they will be hit by 

the queries using that dimension key, because they are the first column in the index key. 

 

Three indexed views created to improve the performance of the main queries that decision makers are asking 

about them constantly, which are: 

1- Plan _VW    2- leave _VW   3- Introduction _ VW Each index (Clustered or Non-clustered) occupies from 

storage about 0.180 MB where row count = 2676 records related to doctors and the size increases with 

increasing the number of records. Note the elapsed time can be affected by several factors such as load on the 

server, input/output load, network bandwidth between server and client. 

Table (1) compares the performance of regular view and indexed view of  Plan _vw  where default 

query and row count= 36633, Number of Threads=200, Number of Iterations=50. 

 

 
Table (2) compares the performance of regular view and indexed view of  leave_vw  where default 

query and row count= 798, Number of Threads=200, Number of Iterations=50. 
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VI. Data Access (OLAP) 

 

A data warehouse is a place to store data with a design that makes analyzing data easier, and OLAP is a 

method to analyze multidimensional data as well as to provide self-service business intelligence capabilities to 

decision-makers to gain insight into data through fast, consistent, interactive access to a wide range of different 

views of information. The feature is essential of OLAP is “a multidimensional analysis”. In other words, the 

ability to analyze metrics in different dimensions such as time, geography, disease, gender, nationality, etc. [13] 

[14]. 

OLAP can build many OLAP cubes with many dimensions. An OLAP cube is a data structure that 

improved performance through overcoming the limitations of relational databases by providing fast analysis 

answers to complex queries and to find interesting information from the data warehouse. A cube is a set of 

related measures and dimensions. A dimension is a group of attributes that represent an area of interest related to 

the measures in the cube, and which are used to analyze the measures in the cube.  

OLAP consists of three basic analytical operations: 

1- Roll up 

2- Drill down  

3- Slice and dice. 

 

Thus, the data can be rolled up, sliced, and diced as needed to handle the widest variety of questions 

that are relevant to a user’s area of interest [1] [3]. Physical storage options affect the performance and storage 

requirements for cubes. The cube can be stored in an MOLAP (multidimensional OLAP) structure, an ROLAP 

(relational OLAP) database, or an HOLAP (hybrid OLAP) combination of multidimensional structure and 

relational database. Visual Studio (Business Intelligence- Analysis Service) software adopted to create some 

OLAP cubes that meet the decision makers' queries [6]. Figure (6) illustrate example about how to use the 

operations of OLAP Cube, it shows the number of students applicants, successful and accepted for the 

specialization of computer science for the year 2009 for all universities. 
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VII. User Interface 
This is the last stage in the process of construct the data warehouse (DWOP) system, during this stage, 

interfaces were designed which enable the decision makers to reach the required reports easily. ASP.NET 4.5, 

C#, HTML, CSS and JavaScript languages are used to design the interface pages. Figure (7) shows the main 

interface of the DWOP system and has called the login page. This page is designed to allow decision makers to 

enter the page of reports. SQL Server Report Services and Excel Power Pivot used to show reports [6]. 

Figure (8) refers to report which is designed by using SSRS. Figure (9) refers to chart which is 

designed by using Microsoft Excel 2013 Pivot Table. 
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VIII. Conclusion 
A data warehouse (DWHESIS) system has been built for an outpatient healthcare environment that 

collects data from various sources and stores in a single repository, and solved the problems faced by decision 

makers in a Higher Education Student Information, and improves speed to answer important queries needed by 

decision makers. Also, advanced analysis tools are utilized to provide an analytical information for decision 

makers from a different point of view and designed a reporting interfaces. 
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